MacCulloch’s 1840 Geological map of Scotland. Flat. ISBN
9780751835007 £10
In 1814, John MacCulloch was appointed to begin a geological investigation
along meridian lines in Scotland, and to find a more suitable mountain than
Schiehallion to calculate the Earth’s mean density. He used this opportunity
to geologically survey Scotland, and in 1821 he applied to the Board of
Ordnance with a proposal to publish his map. Nothing came of it, despite his
threats to hang or shoot himself if he didn’t get his own way. MacCulloch
completed his survey in 1832, and his geological map was eventually
published in 1836, a year after the author died in a carriage accident on his
honeymoon, aged nearly 62.
This is a reproduction of the third issue of MacCulloch’s map from 1840. The
original map was published in four hand-coloured sections, each 34 inches
by 27 inches, at a scale of four miles to the inch. For this reproduction, we
scanned the original map sheets and joined them digitally, removing the
section lines. Pencil sketches and annotations found on the original remain
on the reproduction. It is colour-matched to the original and reproduced at
half-scale, eight miles to the inch.
Map size: 74 cm x 93 cm.

Murchison’s Wanderings in Russia. Collie, M. and Diemer, J. 2004. 0852724675 now £30 (was £40)
Roderick Murchison was an important figure in geology, establishing the Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian systems of geological
time as part of his lifetime’s work. He produced the first geological map of Russia in 1845. During his Russian field seasons he kept two
sets of journals: scientific journals where he recorded his findings, and private journals where he recorded his thoughts and reflections
on his travels. He wanted to publish these private journals on his return as a 19th century popular science book, to make his discoveries
accessible to the public although he never did: Murchison’s Wanderings in Russia is that book.
Gold-blocked hardback, containing a full-colour life-size reproduction of Murchison’s geological map of Russia and colour reproductions
of the cross-sections; 474 pages. The book is also lavishly illustrated with etchings of Murchison’s field-sketches.

Small Scale Geological Maps
These maps offer whole-country coverage of the United Kingdom (onshore and
offshore) over a range of geological themes. For an explanation of geological
map classifications (Solid, Drift, Bedrock, etc) see page 25. Maps dealing with
more technical aspects of UK geology (e.g. geophysical and hydrogeological
maps) are listed in the Specialist Publications section, beginning on page 64.

Bedrock Geology Maps
NEW – 1:625 000 combined North and South bedrock map of the UK.
This map is a combination of the individually published North and South sheets
(see below), which for the first for the first time has been produced as one sheet.
Flat only. ISBN 9780751837834
Map size 1850 x 1132 mm

£85

The material we used is a 200 gsm matte poster paper. It should be kept away
from damp areas and probably best to store it in the delivery tube. For displaying we recommend poster bars top & bottom or framing the print. You could use
self adhesive tapes on the corners or even a ‘blu-tac’ type product but both of
these depend on how suitable the wall surface is and damage may occur if you
try to remove the map. Basically treat it as you would any other kind of poster
type product. The inks are both water fast and fade resistant so no problem with
direct sunlight etc.
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1:625 000 Bedrock Geology Maps of the UK (North & South)
For anyone – student, amateur, professional – who wants a general understanding of the geology of the UK, these maps and books
are ideal. The maps illustrate the bedrock geology, while the accompanying books describe what the maps show. The maps are at an
approximate scale of ten miles to one inch and illustrate the bedrock geology of the UK in two map sheets: North and South. The maps
also show illustrative cross-sections to aid understanding of the regional structural geology. Available folded or flat for wall-mounting.
The two maps can be overlapped when mounted.
The books and maps are available separately, or as a walleted pack containing the folded map and its accompanying book at a
discounted price.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

ISBN

Price

Bedrock Geology
North Map and
Book Pack

1:625 000

2007

9780852726051

£15

Bedrock Geology
South Map and
Book Pack

1:625 000

2007

9780852726068

£15

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: North
Map Folded

1:625 000

2007

9780751835021

£10

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: South
Map Folded

1:625 000

2007

9780751835045

£10

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: North
Map Flat

1:625 000

2007

9780751835014

£10

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: South
Map Flat

1:625 000

2007

9780751835038

£10

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: North
Book

2007

9780852725856

£10

Bedrock Geology
of the UK: South
Booklet

2007

9780852725863

£10

1:1 584 000 Geological map of the British Islands (Solid geology).
1969, reprinted 2002. Flat 0751812080 £5.95
This map shows the solid geology of the whole British Isles on one postersized sheet. Ideal for classrooms, students, and anyone seeking an overview
of the geology of the British Islands. Size: 64 × 90 cm approx.
An encapsulated version is also available at £13. Order Code BIGMFE.
1:250 000 Geological map of Wales (Solid geology). 1994.
Folded: 0751829196 Flat: 0751829188 £12
The Rocks of Wales/Creigiau Cymru. Map daearegol o Gymru.
1:250 000 (Solid). In English and Welsh. Folded: 0751829196 Flat:
0751829188 £12
1:500 000 Geological map of Ireland (Bedrock). 2006. Flat:
189970244X £7
This map shows the bedrock (solid) geology of the whole of Ireland on one
poster-sized sheet. Ideal for classroom, students and anyone seeking an
overview of the geology of Ireland. Size: 111 x 84 cm approx.
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Stratigraphical Charts of the United Kingdom
These charts illustrate the age, type and duration of stratigraphical units, and gaps in the depositional record can also be seen. Sedimentary
and volcanic successions are displayed with the main intrusive phases and tectonic events. The charts are designed for students and
anyone seeking an understanding of the evolution of the environments in which the rocks of Britain were formed. Size of each chart
111 × 85 cm approx. Flat. Prices include VAT.
Title

Publication date

ISBN

Price

Stratigraphical Chart of the UK: North sheet

2008

9780751835625

£10

Stratigraphical Chart of the UK: South sheet

2008

9780751835618

£10

Quaternary Geology Maps
1:625 000 Quaternary Geology Maps of the UK (North & South)
These maps (at an approximate scale of ten miles to the inch) complement the 1:625 000 scale Bedrock Geology Maps of the UK (North &
South). They show the broad extent of major onshore Quaternary (‘drift’) deposits and are overprinted to indicate localities where industrial
sand and gravel has been of particular importance. Solid geology and offshore geology are not shown.
Title

Scale

Publication date

Folded ISBN

Flat ISBN

Price

Quaternary Geology: North sheet

1:625 000

1977

075181220X

0751812196

£9.95

Quaternary Geology: South sheet

1:625 000

1977

0751812226

0751820709

£9.95

Offshore Geology Maps
These maps show the solid geology and the sea-bed sediments of the UK Continental Shelf or selected offshore areas. For maps at a larger
scale (1:250 000) see page 60.
1:1 000 000 Offshore Solid Geology (North & South)
These maps show the onshore and offshore geology for the UK at 1:1 000 000 scale. Bedrock (solid) geology of the land areas of the UK
and Ireland and the surrounding continental shelf areas is shown. Quaternary geology (superficial deposits) is not shown. The maps are
available singly or as a pair at a discounted price.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Folded ISBN/ Flat ISBN/
order code
order code

Price

Geology of the United Kingdom, Ireland and continental shelf: North

1:1 000 000

1991

0751812102

0751812099

£9.95

Geology of the United Kingdom, Ireland and continental shelf: South

1:1 000 000

1991

0751812129

0751812110

£9.95

Geology of the United Kingdom, Ireland and continental Shelf: North & South (Pair)

1:1 000 000

1991

UKINCP

UKINCPF

£15
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1:1 000 000 Quaternary Geology around the UK
These maps show the Quaternary geology around the UK. Offshore geology only is shown on these maps; the onshore geology is not
shown. Bedrock geology is not shown on these maps; only the Quaternary geology, classified by chronological rock units. The maps are
available singly or as a pair at a discounted price.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Folded ISBN/ Flat ISBN/
order code
order code

Price

Quaternary geology around the UK: North sheet

1:1 000 000

1994

0751829110

0751829102

£9.95

Quaternary geology around the UK: South sheet

1:1 000 000

1994

0751829137

0751829129

£9.95

Quaternary geology around the UK: North & South sheets. (Pair)

1:1 000 000

1994

UKNSQP

UKNSQPF

£15

1:1 000 000 Sea-bed Sediments around the UK
The following pair of maps shows the superficial geology of the UK Continental Shelf. The mapped sea-bed sediments are classified by
sediment size (sand/gravel/mud). Details of the onshore bedrock (solid) geology are not shown.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Folded
ISBN

Flat ISBN

Price

Sea-bed sediments around the UK: North & South - pair

1:1 000 000

1987

0751812145

075182075X

£15

Tectonic and Structural Maps
The following maps show major structural features of the United Kingdom and adjacent areas.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Earthquakes 1980–2008 epicentres and magnitude of major
British earthquakes

1:1 500 000

Pre-Permian geology of the United Kingdom (South) map
and overlay

Flat ISBN/
order code

Price

2009

6000005962

£5.95

1:1 000 000

1985

UKSOPP

£15

Sub-Pleistocene geology of the British Islands and adjacent
continental shelf

1:2 500 000

1979

0751812072

£9.95

Tectonic map of Britain, Ireland and adjacent areas

1:1 500 000

1996

0751831298

£4.95
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Folded ISBN/
order code

6000005261

Mineral and Resource Maps
These maps provide a general overview of various mineral resources of the British Isles.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Folded ISBN/
order code

Flat ISBN/order
code

Price

Coal resources map
of Britain

1:1 500 000

1999

0751832480

0751832472

£4.95

Metallogenic map of
Britain and Ireland

1:1 500 000

1996

0751831468

075183145X

£4.95

Building stone
resources of the
United Kingdom

1:1 000 000

2001

0751833185

0751833177

£6.25

Industrial mineral
resources map of
Britain

1:1 000 000

1996

6000005245

6000005253

£4.95

Geophysical Maps
Gravity and magnetic anomaly maps illustrate the small departures from expected values of the Earth’s gravity and magnetic fields
caused by variations in the density and magnetisation of the rocks within the crust. They give an overview of the UK landmass and
continental shelf, for example depth of sedimentary basins for oil and gas exploration.
The maps listed here are 1:625 000 scale, the same as our main-series UK North and South Bedrock maps. For more detailed geophysical
maps at larger scales, please see the ‘Geophysical Publications’ section on page 66. The folded maps are available separately or together
for a discounted price.
Title

Scale

Publication
date

Folded ISBN/
order code

Flat ISBN/order
code

Price

Gravity anomaly map of the UK: North

1:625 000

2007

9780751835069

9780751835052

£10

Gravity anomaly map of the UK: South

1:625 000

2007

9780751835083

9780751835076

£10

Magnetic anomaly map of the UK: North

1:625 000

2007

9780751835144

9780751835137

£10

Magnetic anomaly map of the UK: South

1:625 000

2007

9780751835168

9780751835151

£10

North Gravity anomaly map and North Magnetic
anomaly map pack

1:625 000

2007

6000003943

N/A

£15

South Gravity anomaly map and South
Magnetic anomaly map pack

1:625 000

2007

6000003951

N/A

£15
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